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Is it possible that people living today died in the Holocaust? Rabbi Yonassan Gershom presents

compelling evidence that supports this seemingly impossible phenomenon. Based on the stories of

people he counselled, the author sheds new light on the subject of reincarnation and the divinity of

the human soul. In addition to the fascinating case histories, Rabbi Gershom includes information

on Jewish teachings regarding the afterlife, karmic healing, and prophecies. Available November,

1992. (A.R.E. Press)
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I highly recommend this book-but I warn you, it isn't an easy one to read. This is a Holocaust

study-with the same gruesome imagery described by Primo Levi and others-but related by dozens

of people. And all the memories originate in past lives and their sudden ends.Rabbi Gershom is a

compelling and compassionate writer. He tells an engaging story of himself becoming the

unplanned recipient of these dramatic past-life recollections. He seems a worthy vessel of such

privileged information-honest, humble, and caring-if you or I had similar terrible secrets to share, we

might pick someone like him to tell them to.A fascinating aspect of this report-and one that lends it

validity-is that so many of the people who recalled these Holocaust deaths had no cultural basis to

support them. Many are Gentiles in this life, but brought forward the beautiful Jewish rituals and

customs as well as the far-less-pleasant flashbacks.One especially valuable chapter is a meditation

on Healing the Karma of the Holocaust. There are a number of interesting ideas that branch out

from the central concept of this book-the possibility, for instance, that many who died during WW II



are reincarnating now-and Rabbi Gershom gives them all thoughtful consideration.Through the

Holocaust, Hitler and his henchmen succeeded for a time in bringing hell on earth. And yet, as I

read this book, I saw a light shining in the darkness. Here were hundreds of those murdered

innocents, alive once more, telling their stories. If these reports are true, then, in the deepest sense,

the Nazi "experiment" of Jewish liquidation was an utter failure. Not only did they not extinguish the

light of Judaism, but they failed ultimately to extinguish the individuals they killed, too.
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